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History1



 At the beginning of the founding of the

People's Republic of China, for the

housing area in Shanghai, the old-

fashioned lanes and shanty houses

accounted for more than 65%. Due to

the constraints of economic and social

development conditions, it has been

difficult to promote renewal on a grand

scale, housing problem had been a

salient challenge.

 The photo on the right shows Shanghai

in the 1930s.



 An aerial photo shows downtown Shanghai in the 1860s.



 A photo shows Shanghai in the 1980s.



 In 1990, the living space in the 

urban part of Shanghai was 89 

million square meters, and the 

living area per capita was only 

6.6 square meters.

 The photo shows the Shanghai 

Oriental Pearl Radio & TV 

Tower was still under 

construction in the 1990s.



 A photo shows the

Shanghai Oriental

Pearl Radio & TV

Tower from Lujiazui

Ring Road.



 In the 21st century, Shanghai as a mega city in China, has various types of housing over 600 million square meters.



 But there are still a large number of old houses. These aged houses generally have outdated equipment, backward

facilities etc., and the residents are mostly vulnerable groups, unable to improve their living conditions on their

own. At the same time, out of consideration of the overall urban planning, the government needs to lead the

rebuilding of aged houses.



Main Measures
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 The first type of aged

estates rebuilding is the

renovation of parts of

buildings or facilities,

mainly elevations and

roofing. As shown in

the photo, the estate is

changed from the

previous flat roofs to

the sloped roofs.



 The second type of aged estates

rebuilding is an overall renovation.

Such renovation is realized by

adjusting the floor plan and spatial

layout, such as adding floors,

expansion, internal separation, etc.



 The third type of aged estates rebuilding is the internal renovation. This kind of renovation

mainly improves the quality of living of all residents who will continue to live there, such as

kitchen and bathroom renovation, which can greatly improve the sanitary conditions of estates.



Cases3



 The first mode of rebuilding is to improve basic functions and enhance the living environment without

changing the historical features of building complexes and changing the previous residential characteristics.

In the above photos of Bugao Lane, overall repair had been carried out while preserving people's living

habits and overall architectural style.



 Another example is the Chunyang Lane shown in the above photo, before the renovation, the estate had

chaotic living conditions and seriously lacked sanitation facilities. So, the focus was the internal renovation.



 Before and after the renovation of the Chunyang Lane, the cramped and damp living environment of the

original residents was changed and the quality of living was greatly improved.



 The outside of Chunyang Lane looks clean and tidy.



 The second mode of rebuilding is redevelopment after demolition. Residents are resettled either in the same

location or in other locations. The resettlement houses are directly constructed by the government or by the

mobilized social strengths. The photos above show the three estates (Panjia Wan, Tanzi Wan and Wangjia Zhai) in

1990s before the redevelopment and the groundbreaking ceremony at the beginning of the redevelopment.



 The photos above show what it looks like after the redevelopment of the three estates. Most of the

residents moved back to the new houses after the project completion. The past and present lifestyles are

completely different.



 Before and after the redevelopment of 

Jianmin Village in Putuo District, Shanghai. 

 The redevelopment of Jianmin Village 

involved a total of 4,800 households.



 The third mode of rebuilding is adopted for specific historical protected area. Part of or all the residents are

resettled in other area, the original function is changed after overall renovation. For example, the

redevelopment of Shanghai Xintiandi focused on the commercial value of Xintiandi. The photo above shows

the plot of Xintiandi before the redevelopment.



 After the redevelopment, Shanghai Xintiandi features a multitude of commercial, recreational and cultural

facilities. All the residents were resettled in other area.



 The develoment of Tianzifang did not completely have all the residents resettled somewhere else. Instead, the

residents moved back to live in the upper floors of the buildings. The area of ground floor was for renting by

businesses and artists, after the renovation, Tianzifang was revitalized with a cultural, commercial and traditional

ambience.



 Tianzifang after the renovation



Sinan Mansions

 Sinan Mansions after the renovation

 Sinan Mansions before the renovation



Challenges4



 The scale of aged

estates that need to

be rebuilt is still

relatively large



 The difficulty of implementing

the rebuilding of aged estates

is increasing. The photo shows

the resettlement neighborhood

provided by the government

after the rebuilding of aged

estates.



 All kinds of problems

continue to occur in the

comprehensive rebuilding

of aged estates.


